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Overview
Who is Tri-State?

What is an OWRO?

Effects of Oil on Wildlife

Steps of a Wildlife Response

How Can You Help?



Tri-State’s Beginnings: 47 years

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 1976, the Olympic Games tanker spilled in the DE River, prompting Lynne Frink to help assist with oiled wildlife. Lynne’s knowledge and skill grew over time and became Tri-State Bird Rescue and Research. Tri-State currently has 2 separate departments that assist wildlife – the wild bird clinic – injured and orphaned native birds. And the oil response team. Both in Newark, DE  



L. Leon and Alice P. Campbell 
Wildlife Response Facility
• Purpose built oiled wildlife 

care facility (Newark, DE)

• Training, planning, and 
response capacity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
2015 Purpose built facility for responding to wildlife disasters. Built with oil spills in mind, however it can also be used for other disasters such as botulism outbreaks, HPAI quarantine facility, mass nest abandonment, anything where a large number of animals will require intensive treatment and management.The only one of its kind in the Eastern US. 6 hour drive response range. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some pictures of the inside because a spill in this area would almost definitely utilize this facilityMedical suite for admit exams and supportive treatmentsRehab floor – wide open space with different housing options depending on the species we get, heated floors, high-powered ventilationWash room – can easily wash two animals or more at once, control water temp to the degree, oily water goes directly into the floor CLICK into containment tankRinse room – can control water temp, pressure, and hardness, also has grated floorsKeep in mind we need to replicate these conditions if we need to set up a facility outside of this building’s response range. Can be a big logistical challenge. 



We Care for More Than Oiled Birds!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The clinic only works with wild birds, but the oil team cares for all native wildlifeMarine Mammals/sea turtles – NOAA – Have partnerships with organizations who hold those permitsTri-State does not care for companion animals, livestock, or privately owned animals (we can advise though)Tri-State does not rehab non-natives (explain)



What is an OWRO?
OILED WILDLIFE RESPONSE ORGANIZATIONS



Oiled Wildlife Response Organizations
• Dedicated staff

• 40hr HAZWOPER

• Responder network

• Subject matter experts

• Specialized equipment

• Training, planning & 

response capabilities

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
OWROs have full-time staff dedicated to oiled wildlife response. We all operate a bit differently but generally these traits apply to OWROs. Currently we have 4 full-time oil team members as well as a wildlife veterinarian. The staff will be HAZWOPER trained (our staff is 40 hour trained)We maintain a responder network of 50+ trained volunteers and zoo/aquarium paraprofessionals. Most have 24 hour HAZWOPER training.We can act as subject matter experts during a response. We have specialized equipment for decontaminating and rehabbing oiled animals, both at our facility and equipment we can mobilize. CLICKWe also offer training and planning services on top of response capabilities.Local wildlife rehabilitators generally won’t have these qualifications so it’s in everyone’s best interest to bring in an OWRO.



Who You Gonna Call?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So what oiled wildlife groups are out there?In the US you have Tri-State on the east coast, Oiled Wildlife Care Network and International Bird Rescue in California, Focus Wildlife in Washington State, and Wildlife Response Services in Texas.There are also international organizations like SANCCOB in South Africa, Aiuka in Brazil, and Wildbase in New Zealand. 



Wildlife Rehabilitation Permits
• Each state has different rules

• Other factors (non-natives, HPAI)

• Allows for quicker response

• Local, regional & international reach
• Canadian Coordinator –CANUSLAK/CANUSLANT

• Global Oiled Wildlife Response System (GOWRS)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You need proper permits in order to handle wildlife. Each state will have its own rules regarding wildlife permits. Tri-State’s typical response range is the US east of the Mississippi River, Eastern Canada, and the Caribbean, so we hold permits throughout those areas so that we can get started immediately during a responseHowever we can respond anywhere in US or globally – we just might need to request a temporary permit first or sub-permit under another group.We have a Canadian Coordinator who facilitates cross border incidents. Responses on the US/Canada border will have a lot of red tape to sort through regarding wildlife. We’re apart of the CANUSLAK and CANUSLANT cooperatives which plan for incidents like this.We’re a founding member of the Global Oiled Wildlife Response System which is a group of 10 international OWROs. We could be called to assist any of these groups with an international response.



Why Should We Care?
COME ON…IT ’S JUST A FEW BIRDS, RIGHT?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First off, it’s rarely just a few birds…those are just the ones that were so debilitated they were catchable. But animals are mobile so oiled animals might have moved miles away from the spill site. 



Effects of Oil on Wildlife
Individual

• Inability to thermoregulate
• Immobility or drowning from weight of contaminant/lack of 

waterproofing
• Skin lesions –painful, can lead to infection
• Gastric ulceration and upset
• Secondary contamination of predators from consuming 

carcasses

Population
• Parents can bring oil back to a nest/den with eggs or offspring
• Chronic issues including reproductive problems from prolonged 

exposure

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For animals that rely on waterproof fur or feathers, oil hinders the ability to insulate and stay warmAnimals can become immobile or drown from the weight of thick oil, or any amount of oil can impair a bird’s waterproofing and cause it to drownSkin lesions can be a major issue, especially for amphibiansIngesting oil can lead to nasty digestive issuesParents can contaminate their nest, so even if the nest is a far distance away from the spill site the offspring can be affectedExposure to oil can lead to chronic health issues, including reproductive problems that will affect reproductive success



The Wash Process
NO, IT ’S NOT LIKE GIVING YOUR DOG A BATH

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Decontaminating oiled wildlife is much more complicated than the Dawn commercials make it seem. 



Feather Structure
Pre-wash Post-wash

askabiologist.asu.edu/explore/feather-biology

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Avian species require an in depth knowledge of feather structure.  This knowledge allows an OWRO to evaluate birds for proper waterproofing and whether patients are capable of flight.  When OWROs wash avian patients we are working to restore the feather structure not the birds natural oils.  Feather structure creates waterproofing not natural oils.  When we are rinsing a bird we are literally “rinsing until dry.” (As a note this is best seen on waterfowl and will not be a pronounced on other species.)  We are looking for water beading and feathers fluffing, this gives us a good indication that the feather structure is repairing. The birds will still have to swim and preen to fully restore their waterproofing but we are able give them a head start.



Wash and Rinse

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is what the process looks like for larger birds – every type of animal will have a different wash process. We typically have a team of three people – one to hold the bird, one to wash the body, and one to hold and wash the head. Everyone needs to be suited up in PPE. After the bird is clean from the contaminant, it will need to be thoroughly rinsed to remove the soapy water. CLICK CLICKWe have a sped-up video showing what the wash process looks like from overhead. We repeat this process in each tub of dilute Dawn that we need according to the feather test. 



What Can Go Wrong?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide shows what can go wrong when people without the proper training, equipment, and permits try to wash wildlife. The picture on the left is a veterinarian and his assistants washing a barred owl. The picture on the right is a licensed wildlife rehabilitator washing a red shouldered hawk. These animals were not stabilized before they were washed. None of these people are wearing proper PPE, so crude oil is in direct contact with their skin. They’re using a single tub of cold water so the animals became chilled. They slathered Dawn directly onto the animals instead of using dilutions. The barred owl’s beak is taped shut – the vet probably thought he was protecting himself from the beak, but really he was risking suffocating the animal. Neither raptor is being handled safely, and the vet ended up getting a nasty wound from the talons.We were able to recover the barred owl to release, but unfortunately the hawk passed away a few days after this picture. These people meant well and just wanted to help, but unfortunately you can do much more harm than good without proper training. 



Calling In An OWRO 
WHAT HAPPENS WHEN WE PICK UP THE PHONE?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is how Tri-State works, other groups may operate a little different



Stages of Activation
Alert- Hotline: 1-800-261-0980
• Remote consultation services
• Agency notification and liaison
• Initial response logistics

Assessment
• On-site assessment of ecological resources
• Response logistics
• Hazing / deterrence strategies

Response (full activation)
• Oiled wildlife management
• Regional resource coordination

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Alert: This is free, just to give us a heads up that a spill has happened so we can do initial logistical planningAssessment: wildlife may be impacted/has been seen in the area, so TSBR heads to scene to do field surveys (with supplies in case it turns into response) Response: wildlife impacted. TSBR has 2hr call-out time to head to scene. 



Initial Notification
24 hour oiled wildlife hotline

1-800-261-0980

• Where/When/How?

• Product type/amount?

• RP/Who are we working for?

• Alert/Assessment/Full Response?

• Existing Wildlife Response Plan?

• Agencies notified?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First step is to notify us about the spill. We have a 24/7 oiled wildlife hotline that one of us will answer at any time. Please don’t google Tri-State and call that number. Make sure you write this number down!It’s free to notify us. Can call us before animals are affected – it allows us to do some initial planning so we can deploy quicker if we’re neededWe can usually get on the road within 2 hours CLICK – heading to the airport or to the scene. The more notice the better because we’re a small teamBe prepared with answers to these questionsEspecially RP/who are we working for - we do not respond without a contract/agreement in place. 



ICS Integration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We start off in Planning Section –Environmental unit for development of the Wildlife management plan, discuss possible deterrence or relocation strategies, and to be subject matter expert for oiled wildlife inquiriesIf the wildlife response ramps up, we can also sit in Operations Section within Wildlife Recovery Group for Field Capture and Surveys and we are in the Wildlife rehabilitation group for decontamination and continued rehab



Evidence and Reporting

WILDLIFE SUMMARY 

Species Captured DOA Died Euthanized Washed Released  
 

Canada goose 63 6 1 3 53 53  
Mallard duck 2 0 0 0 2 2  

Double crested 
cormorant 1 0 0 0 1 1  

TOTALS 66 6 1 3 56 56  
 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Every animal is documented (photo, feather/fur sample, swab)Chains of custody formsWRMD online databaseTable with status of every animal will be in the daily summaryFederal USFWS bands upon release



Preparedness
WHAT CAN YOU DO?



Wildlife Response Plans 
Best if written before a disaster. Can customize 
during response.

Integrates into overall contingency plans

Includes information such as:
◦ Known petroleum pipelines and storage facilities
◦ Habitats of concern
◦ Endangered species populations/breeding grounds
◦ Special considerations for time of year (migration, 

brumation, nesting, etc.)
◦ Wildlife deterrents (hazing) 
◦ Carcass collection
◦ Field capture methods
◦ Transport methods and plans
◦ Rehabilitation plan
◦ International border plan The Plan  =  ‘Just Call Tri-State’

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
WRPs are extremely important. Sorting out logistical issues before a response can save a ton of time and money in the long run. We can be hired to write these plans and review them with state and federal fish and wildlife agencies, the Coast Guard, state EPA. They can be written for various levels – they can range from one specific facility, or several facilities in one area, or even at the state level like we’ve done for the state of Maine. The plans will then integrate into the greater Area Contingency Plan. If your plan just says “Call Tri-State” CLICK, it’s not an effective plan. CLICK. The list on the screen is just a sample of all the topics that should be addressed in a wildlife response plan.



Pre-Identifying Facilities
• Facility specs and needs

• Space requirements
• Hot/cold water capacity
• Electric
• HVAC
• Security

• Establish an MOU with owner(s)

• Become familiar with area

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Planning and preparedness is key in oil spill response, pre-identifying facilities is one way we can plan ahead of time in the event an incident occurs in an area without a purpose-built facilityThe facilities should have these specifications: Open floor plan- allow for flexibility CLICKHot/cold water capacity- consistent water temperature and pressure CLICK, CLICKElectric- ability to plug in equipment as needed CLICKHVAC- ventilation and ability to control temperature CLICKSecurity- These animals are evidence and must be kept secure CLICKEstablish an MOU Familiarize: know what stores are in area, look up contractors etc.Timing is key with oiled wildlife, spending less time trying to find a facility in the height of an incident can ensure that more time and efforts are focused on professional oiled wildlife rehabilitation



Be a Wildlife Advocate
• Public information messaging
• Train responders to look for and ID oiled wildlife
• Pre-identify facilities
• Appreciate the value of OWROs
• Understand OWRO procedures and capabilities
• Share response and safety strategies
• Write effective wildlife response plans
• Engage OWROs in exercises and drills 

24 hour oiled wildlife hotline
1-800-261-0980

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wildlife is easy to forget among all the other aspects of a response, so just being an advocate for wildlife will do wonders.Make sure you’re providing messaging to the public, otherwise you risk the public becoming outraged and trying to save wildlife themselves. Tri-State can provide scripts for public messaging.If you’re outside the 6-hour response range of our building, identifying a facility that can function as an oiled wildlife rehab center can save a lot of time and headaches during a response. We can help with that. Keep in mind the difference between an OWRO and a local rehabber. Local rehabbers will want to help but they generally won’t be equipped to run a successful oiled wildlife response. It’s helpful to bring OWROs into drills and exercises to identify gaps in preparedness.There’s the hotline number again in case you missed it!



Additional Planning Resources

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
These are some additional planning resources. You may have heard of USFWS’s IPaC and NOAA’s ERMA, which are tools that can help identify species that might be in an area affected by an oil spill. There’s also 2 documents which can assist in developing a stronger wildlife management plan (USFWS Best Practices for Migratory Bird Care during Oil Spill Response, IPIECA Oiled Wildlife Response Guide)These documents outline criteria for evaluating rehabilitation groups.  Or you can just call us…this is a time where it’s ok to ‘just call Tri-State’ and we’d be happy to help you with your plans. 



Katlyn Muse, Operations Coordinator
Kmuse@tristatebird.org

Thank You!
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